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Today, parents are beginning to play ever increasing

roles in the education of their children, especially when

children are disadvantaged or handicapped. Schools and

teachers, however, are not always prepared to work effect-

ively with parents or families. * It is I,oped thnt the

ideas presented today will help school personnel, especially

FAMILY PARTICIPATION
#1 1 ' A hodei

teachers and paraprofessionals, develop an understanding

of one approach to helping families actively participate

in enhancing the educational development of their children.

There are many approaches that one might consider for

working with a family. This approach to family particip=i-

tion * is based on a model that w.s. developed for use in

#2 THE PEECH
PROGRAM

the PE7,CH Project. (Pause).

The term PEECH * standE for Precise Early Education of

Children with Handicaps. (Pause).

#3
P recise
E arly
E ducation of
C hildren with
H andicaps

5
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It is the title * of a cooperative project whose sponsors

include the Department of Special Education, University of

#4

Cooperative Project of:

Department of Special Education, Universit), of
Illinois

Bureau of Handicapped, U.S.O.E.

Community Unit 116 Schools, Urbana, Illinois

Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction,
State of Illinois

Illinois, the Urbana, Illinois, Bureau of Handicapped,

U.S.O.E., Community Unit 116 Schools System, and the

Illinois Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Cooperative decision making for the project is provided

by an Advisory Board * composed of representatives from

#5 Advisory Board

various disT.iplines and agencies. * (Pause)

#6 Collage of Letterheads

Members of the board are:

Director of Supportive Instructional Services,
Champaign, Illinois, schools

Director of Special Education, Urbana, Illinois, schools

Director of the Department of Special Education Program
Development and Evaluation, Illinois Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction

Assistant Director of Deaf and Hard of Hearing, Depart-
ment of Special Education Program Development and
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Evaluation, Illinois Office of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction

Director of the Instructional Materials Center for
Visually Handicapped, Illinois Office of the Super-
intendent of Public Instruction

Director of ERIC for Early Childhood Education

Pediatrician

Parents--3 Parents of handicapped children - 1 from
the community, 2 representatives of parents in the
program

Associate Professor of Social Work

Associate Professor -- psychology, memory, learning,
young children

* Senior Project Staff members are: Merle B. Karnes,

Karnes
I Zehrbach

Teska

R. P., Zehrbach, and James A. Teska

* Graphic design for this presentation was by David Corona.

#8 I Corona

* To facilitate a better understanding of the family parti-

eipation program an overview of the Pntire project will be

#9 PEECH Adjultment

presented at this time. The PEECH Project demonstrates an

innovative approach to the early education of multiply

handicapped children ages 3-5. Each child in the project is

generally functioning in the educable mentally handicapped
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range and has at least one other han1lcappi-1:- condit:

from the areas of hearing, vision, speech, orthopedic, oz:

emotional disturbance. The purpose of the project is -0

provide the nest raLzAble early education which will remediate

or ameliorate tl-lfr ht_lp theL function more

effect!_velv in the home, in school and in Lila larger society.

Amoag the -tinguishL:-.g chora_tristies of the project

lre (1) a stru..:zured classroor program; (2) a training

1. str-Actured classroom program

#10 t77aini_g proram for staff
2, use of paraprofessional perspni-11
4, '!:,road L;ommul.fty involvement
5. Active Family Participation

prowraw for staif; (3) use of paraprofecciczals; (,) broad

ani. (5) act..1.-e frrHly k;Articipation.

* Tha L.:tru-Iture classroom progl., J.r7,:lvas the use of

A c1ass7'oom

carefully dc.,signad instructiona.1 cunc7,1c.c6. by

teachers, )-c=at menbers,,and p fn small

and large group setting:.; (pause) 17.11-fe tc Zour adults work

with approximae:Ly 10 cllildren lours y-er ..ay in ths

classroom settinL. In each small

#12 ;Small Group Slid

specific behavioral objectiveE, are aszAbliohnd each

child according, to his needs aad haniica?s, whether they be

intellectual, scial, emotional, or physical.
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Children are provided with a variety of experience that

include small * anA large group * activitiescognitive

activities in areas such as language *, science *, math *,

perceptual moto-:, such as in puzzles *, small motor as in

cons:ruction *, and large motor indoor *, and outdoor *

ties.

#14

#15

*

*

Small group

Large group

activity

activity

Must #16 * Small group -- Language game

#17 Small group -- Science

1/18 * Small group -- Math

JL 1 0
71* r Small motor -- Puz'41es

#20 * Small motor -- Blocks

#21 * Large motor -- Indoor play

#22 * Large moLur -- Outside play

All activities _Lice carefully planned so tl,at parapro-

fessionals and helping family members can quickly grasp the

objectives for the day for each child. (Pause) Training *

9
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for the staff occurs on both a preservice basis (pause) -

typically in several days of workshop sessions (paxisc.)

#23 Training

and on an inservice basis in daily planning * sessions th-at

are held by teachers, parents and paraprofessionals before

#24 Planning

and after school each day.

During the planning sessions * the development of each

#25 Making Toys

child is reviewed and plans are made for the neast objective

and activity.

Since the lessons are so carefully planned, parapro-

fessionals and family members can and are used to extend the

efforts of the supervising teachers.

Since many services * such as medical, social work, counsel-

ing and eednomte assistance,,are ai1ab.it thie. commgytty,

#26 "Psych" and Adults Talking i

\

cooperative arrangements with community agencies are constantly

being developed and maintained.

The fifth major component * of the PEECH Project is the

Family Participation portion of the program.

#27 Family.Group
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Although as you have seen the PEECH approach contains

five major components, this presentation will focus pri-

marily on the family participation portion of the program.

In understanding the family participation program, it

is important to remember * that the members of the family

#28

Family Participation

1. Policy making
2. Direct teaching

a. Home
b. Classroom

3. Supporting activities
a. Make materials
b. Coordinate with agencies
c. Help other parents

are continually participating in all aspects of the program--

including the development of policy for the project and for

the classroom, in the direct teaching of the child at home

and at school, and in efforts which support the classroom.

(Pause)

Why the whole family and not just the parents? Most

studies of early education programs reveal that the successful

programs are those which have substantial parent involvement.

Recent studies conducted at the Universtiy of Illinois and

other locations suggest that the concept should be broadened

to include all available family members. Siblings and grand-

parents are thus included in the program wherever possible.

Basic to family participation in the PEECH Project is the *

1129 The ATSEM Model

11
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"ATSEM" Model. The letters in ATSEM stand for acquaint,

teach, support, expand, and maintain. Graphically, * the

model can be presented with these symbols for acquaint, teach,

#30 1 4.-i Vts.-

/

7 :

support, expand, maintain. Note that the small dot in the

center of each symbol represents the child who is the focus

of the program. In the first sym7 'le letter "A" hails

us remember that acquant is the 1-__-st step in the mod,.1

In the second syr_ol, the letter "T' ;minds us that tea2hina

is the mode by whi.ch we attempt to heLn the children. The

target's dsign serves to remind us that teaching is based

on specific goals designed for each child. In the third

symbol, the hidden letter "S" reminds us that support for

parents often occurs in subtle ways. The letter "E" in

the fourth symbol is expanded, to remind us that expansion

out of the traditional rut of working with the child occurs

when the parents feel successful in their efforts. In the

last symbol, notice how the "M" continues to move into the

future as the family is maintained through the project. The

model has been developed to help teachers and parents under-

stand their role in the program.

It is important to note the model concerns people who

are changing. Parents must firet * become acquainted with

the program; then they must

12
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3 Adults

learn * how to teach their

P'2FrJ Child - Face -

child, * receive support from the program,

#33 Child - Mother
4 -0 1

1

be * encouraged to expand the child's and fam.=.7L s izons,

Man
#34 )L

\

2-Children

and * then helped to maintain gains.

#35

Since it is a process * some parents may be helped co

maintain what they

#36

have learned by acquainting new parents with the program.

The model must be viewed as one of change.

It is not * a static model which boxes people in

categories.

#37 ) (S) FLY.

13
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* The level and nature of involvement at each stage of the

process varies with

#38
A--------M
A
A

the needs of each individual. (Pause) * This graph illustra es

how an individual might be involved in several phases

jr:e39

Model - Graph

of the process at the same time. Note that at one time he

is involved at different levels in each process. Observe

how the "acquaintance" phase disappears as the family members

begin to learn how to teach the child, how the family receives

support from other people and then as they become confident,

how they expand their horizons and maintain their gains.

The process of preparing the parents to teach starts as

soon as possible after the family is initially acquainted

since it is the anticipation of being able to do something

productive that helps complete the acquaintance phase. Vote

that the teaching phase reaches a peak then decreases while

the "expand" and "maintain" phases increase.

The support phase is difficult to depict since, for some

families, considerable support is needed even to recruit

the family for the project. In this instance support would

have to be provided early. On the other hand, support may

be required later in the process as a faily begins to adopt
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a realistic view of their child. Later, as the family gains

confidence they expand outward and pursue other goals.

the family reaches the maintenance stage, when it functions as

well as possible.

Now that you have becn introduced to the basic model,

let us talk about putting the model into action * Acquaint

(Pause)

# 0 Acquaint

* Acqqaint - Act -- the two words really go together. It

takes lots of "Action"

#41 Acquaint
to

Act

on the part of the entire staff to * "acquaint" the new family

with the program.

1-

#42 Irp,
Acquaintance begins as soon as project personnel hear of a

child who might be a potential candidate. Background infor-

mation on the candidate is gathered as quickly and fully as

professional ethics and privacy permit, to determine if the

child is of the appropriate age and likely to prove eligible.

Caution is observed during all stages of the project to pze-

vent parents from developing unrealistically high or low

expectations for the child.

Once the background data are screened, * tha parents of
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po entially eligibee children are contacted by a home visitor

Red Light Yellou Light

Initial H>Psycho-social
#43 interpretation screening of

child

Green Light

Parents'
permission

who provides a brief initial interpretation of-the prcgram

and obtains permission for a complete psycho-noc:Ial-evalua-

tion. Again, care is taken to insure that tIte hopes or fe.,1/-9

of parents are not unduly stimulated.

During the psycho-social screening process the child is

seen by a psychologist, data on the child's physical condition

are obtained, and a detailed home history is made. informstion

from the screening is presented to an admissions committee

who review the data and consider whether or not a child is

eligible and, if so, how might he fit into a specific class

or group of children. After a child is found eligible, t-se

parents are informed about the evaluation and thair p-ermissien

is obtained to

then, enters a

#44

place

class

the

for

child in

a final

a class.

in-school

* The child,

screealng evalsaticre.

2 at school door

The in-school screening lasts for 2-6 weeks during which time

specific plans and goals are established for each child.

Meanwhile * parents enter a series of Kroup meetings

designed to acquaint them with the program and help them

N11*

#45
Group Meetings - Class

Observation
- Individual I

Discussion I
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learn to feel at ease with other parents. Typically, the

procedure fs to discuss the problems of the child and family

in an open, positive way with the attitude being "what can

we realistically do?" Outside experts frequently attend tl,e

meetings to discuss everything from behavior problems to laws

that affect their child, from safety and first aid in

the home to public reaction to their handicapped child.

Speakers are selected on the basis of the needs of the group

assembled and not on some preconceived needs of the staff.

During the acquaint phase parents make classroom observa-

tions and have individual discussions with staff members or

other parants.

#46

* The end of the acquaintance phasc !.ndicate,1

Group Meeting

Acquaint - Act

when the family develops a feeling of rapport with the other

families and an understanding of the role of teachers and their

children. Such an attainment is often not signaled by any

specific action, but revealed by the feeling of staff members

that they will be able to discuss freely both positive

and negative ideas with the family.

* A project goal for the acquaintance phase is "to develop

the ability of families to participate effectively with projcct

#47

Acquaintance Goal:

To develop the ability of family members to
participate effectively with project staff,
children, and other families.

17
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staff, children and other femilies." To ai:tain this

project goal, subgoals or objectives are developed. For

example *

#48
One adult from each famUy will atte:nd
weekly group meetings at least CO percent
of the time.

one objective is "One adult from each family will atterd

rTeekly group meetings at leas:; 80 percent of the tIme."

Attainment of such an objective indicates that the fa,-.11y

naking progress towards the project goal. * Evaluation

of the attainment of the objective and goal can be made by

#49 Attendande

charLing attendance each week. When a parent starts, his

uncertain commitment to the program is displayed by the

question marks. A chart of his attendance hopefully reveals

a consistent attendance pattern which leads upward to the

stars. Failure to attain the object-ive is indicaterl when

attendance drops below criterion.

The E7alua'.:ive process helps (Erect the attention of

staf:f. pe-zsonnel to p):oblem areas. rnr.expic,!, if attcrdance

records reveal that an adult failed to attend a meeting,

an immediate follow-up home visit can and should be made.

The follow-up is positive since its goal is to wih the

confidence and cocperration of the family, not drive them cwu.

The reason for the visit is positive, "Wu make t(dys." or

18
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"We discussed a special topic at the meeting and I kne,.7 you

would want to know so I dropped by for a minute to tell you."

We tell the family, then leave, ignoring typical excuses,

but slert for possible real problemE" i.e. sick children in

the family, pressure by brother and sister for attention,

complaints by the parent of problems at school. Frequently,

after one parent has learned that the project is not a threat.,

the w';:ole family becomes more involved.

One hundred percent attendance is not a realistic goal.

On the other hand, school personnel can give up too quickly

or fail to seek alternate routes for involving parents.

Since unerstanding of one's self is crucial to helpipg a

handicapped child, help for the reluctant or rejeting parent

is of primary importance.

Since many families of handicapped children are emoticL-

ally torn, undel.standing support from others * witb the E;ame

problem can be extremely beneficial to the entire family.

#50 2 Parents TalkThg

One principle basic to involving families is to insur(: thrt

they engage in a meaningful, productive activity each time

they come to the project. This principle is nowhere more

apparent than when trying to involve fathers, * (pause) who

#51 /

pose a special problem (pause); * in addition to other reasons,
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they have a built-in and realistic reason for not participat-

ing--their job. There is no easy.solution to the fathers'

#52

problem. * Participation in teaching, both at home and at

school, especially in male role activities, in the building *

Ct.)

#53 I

Ik

of toys and equipment, special discussion groups * for fathers

#54
1

Father Building 1

only, and the task of involving their offices, jCps,

#55 Group Meeting

acquaintances, in 'expansive" activities can be used as

ways of acquaintin3 and involving fathers in the program.

Using 's:hem to involve other parents may also help prowide

a solution.

The preceding techniques have been successful in a

wefstc,rn community. Changes, of course, will ha-e to lp! made.

in developing techniques that work in other settings.

The p7:inciple, however, remains -- parents can be involved

when an appropriate Trocedure is used.

* If one principle can be established for working with

parents it is that parents learn and participate best when
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ne goals are translated into specific, concrete, problem

based, positive activities clearly instructed.

#56

Ilarents lf)arn ')est when goal is

J. Specific
2. Concrete
3. Problm based
4. Positive
5. Clearly instructed

this approach, specific" means that the activity is

lirAted in terms of time and materials. The activity si:ould

be accomplished in a rather short period of time with one

set of materials. The second point, concrete, means that the

activity Is one which the parents can learn quickly, aod

easily and without abstract interpretation. A prolcm baG:ed

activity is one in which the parents or teacher, ohgorve

some need or problem in their child and then develops an

activity to meet the need. Selecting activities in this way

helps ensure that the parents understand the need ior working

with the child because the relationship between th,-: need ane

:1Lie activity is obvious. An activity should always be pesl.ti7e.

The activity should focus on help:!ng the child learn, * de-7elep,

improve by helping p:::.rents learn how to think positively,

#57

Boy

Mother

they begin to look for those things in the child that are good

and supportive rather than for things that he cannot do. Once
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parents learn how to look toward the good, they become so

busy watching their child grow that they can ignore unimport-

ant problems that arise. Activities for working with parents

must be clearly instructed. This means that the parents them-

selves are clearly taught how to use the activity with the

child and that their teaching of the child is carefully planned,

and organized. By knowing what they are going to do, parents

gain confidence in themselves and their child and transmit

this positive confidence into their teaching. Once they gain

confidence in teaching the small activities, parents tend to

expand into other areas.

* Activities that follow these principles are not appro-

priate when acquainting and involving the parents in the

#58

1. Constructiag equipment
2. Teaching a structured activity
3. Problem response in a family

group discussion
4. Seeking community assets

in the program. The first two specific activities "construct-

ing equipment" and "teaching structured activity" provide a

direct application of the principles. Once the family is

involved, they expand their horizons so they can respond to

problems presented by others during family group discussions.

Similarly, some members of the family demonstrate growth by

seeking out that other community asset that may prove

beneficial to their child or to other participants in the

program.
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As we said earlier, we are concerned about the process

of the family development.

* As a famil7 becomes more acquainted with the project,

they are ready to increase their efforts learnin p. more abon;:

#59 1111016

how to * teach (pause) L..heir child.

#60 Teach

* Teaching .:ypically occurs in one of two i)laces:

#61

* (paur,e) (1) in the home or

#62 3 kids - mother

* (2) in the classroom.

# 3
Woman

girl /7
cf

The goal of teaching nay be * to develop a new skill or concept

in the child or to reinforce knowledge that has been learned in

#64
1

Abstract Child

athey settl.-as.

Family vembers can readily learn to teach their own and
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other children in school because the teacher and parent

develop specific procedures for working with the child --

procedures that include evaluating the success of the approach.

Family members go through a sequence of activities to

prepare them to teach. First * , they meet in groups to

learn about the child and his needs and the family needs

#65 Group Slide 1

aroused by the child's handicaps. Second * the teachers

discuss the technique of setting goals for children each

#66 1 Trenna - Parents I

day.

During the discussion they illustrate how different

objectives are set for each child. Ways of rewarding the

child for each gain that he makes are discussed so the family

can use these procedures at home as well as at school.

When they are well prepared * , family members are taken

to the observation room where they can see the children as

Observe teacher using
#67 1 structured plans

the teachers work with them. The objectives and procedures

for the day are explained for each child so the family member

can see how the teacher tries to work toward the objectives

for the day.

To insure that they understand tha approach, or to help
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thf_m learn how to use the approach * family members may

role play the activity that they will be teaching.

#68
Woman Woman

Game

Fifth, * the family member is ready to actually teach

#69
I

Grandmother - Teach

in the classrocm. Actual teaching in the classr:,c-r setting *

#70 1
Father - Teaching

ems important because it helps the parent devc,- p ren.listic

but positive att.itudes toward the child. It all .3 the

parent to compare his child with other children so as to

realize that each child has some potential. Also, the parent

is working in a setting where he can receive * support and

feedback when something goes wrong or right.

'71 Feedback
Tape Recorder

* One of the crucial aspects of the program is in helping

family members learn how to improve their effectiveness when

#72
a. Video tape
b. Audio tape
c. Teacher's report
d. Home visitor report

working with their child. Although the structured lessons

help make the approach much more objective, one of the most
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useful tools is to video tape the family members working with

the children. Video tape need only be observed by parents for

them to say "Boy, I goofed there. I really should have

done something else." The family member, then, is the one

to see the need for and make the change. Video tape is

extremely useful with handicapped young children since most

of taeir learning is demonstrated motorically, welich fs

observallam visually.

Au_io tapes are used as a second method but are not

nearly as effective as video tape.

Teacher's observations can be extremely helpful although

more difficult to use than video tape. Feedback from home

visitor reports present some of the same problems as teacher

reports. For the teacher's observations to be useful, the

parent must be able to accept the teacher's criticisms. One

way to alleviate this problem is for the teacher to view

working with the parent as a Part of the educational process,

i.e., the teacher must teach the family member to teach the

task to the child. Using th!_s point of view the teacher can

be more c.bjective than if he enters into some oths7 type of

relationship with the parent. Each teacher must remember that,

although it is easier for the teacher to teach the child

directly, the parent fails to learn how to approach similar

problems. Since parents as well as children must be taught,

objectives are established for family members as well as

children. For example * the first sentence illustrates a
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1

1. When asked if he wants water, Timmy
will respond saying "wawa" at
least once eacn day.

#73
2. When h2 says -Tawa", rimmy's MoL-er

will smile wa- lly and say "Here s

some water."

behavioral objective writtca for a child. (When asked if he

wants water, Timmy who has little expressive Language will

respond by saying "wawa" a' least once each LTay.)

The second obiective is written for a parent. (When

he says "wawa", Timmy's Mother will smile warmly and say

is some water.")

In addition to teaching in school, family members also

teach the child * at home working on such problems as

#74

Child

developing good eating skills, improving language behavior,

learning new ideas and extending those taught at school.

Techniques learned in school and in discussion gro7_1ps are

applied in the home setting. * The home visitor observes

the family member and the child in the home and then discusses

I.

#75 1Child

2 Adults and i

;t.h the parent ways of reaching the goals that the parent

27
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The purpose of the home visit is to help the parent become

a more effective teacher of his child. The home visitor

observes the parent in a teaching situation and makes sI ,gest-

ions ::or improving. instrtction. The home visitor may f_ Id

it ap 7oprate to demonsrate a technique. However, he

should not spend large amounts of time directly teaching

the cHild but must instead make careful observations and

recommendat4_ons based on the way the pnrent bchaves with the

child.

Many times the parents will lack the materials needed

to teach a child a concept. * A lending library is estabiihed

to provide families with the materials they need at the time

#76 Lending Library

that they are needed.

One of the basic concepts behind the entire teaching

phase is that after a fairly brief introduction, family

members learn while they are doing. Everything they learn

is tied directly to problems related to their child.

One of the basic needs of parents that arise during the

project is the need for * support. Thus the third area of

the ATSEM model

#77 SUPPORT

is * "Support." The need to support and encourage the efforts

28of family members

#78
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41-

* early (?a =e) and

* lasts through the pro,act. (Pause) By support,-we mean

aocigtnnr- -Jith an7 phyral, economic, soeinl

#80

n.mr:tinnni

problems that the family may have. This does -act mean that

the project necessarily provides for these needs. If

a family is on A.D.C. and needs money, prcject staff will

assist the family in cutting through red tape, cr learning

where new help may be foun6, If the problem is of an

#81

omotional nature, support may come from other members durinK

group discussion or through private consultations with project

staff or other resoures in the community.

One of the most effective means of support is provided

by the opportunity to explore attitudes and feelings with

others who have similar problems. The goal of support is

not to make all family members alike. Rather it is to allow

them the opportunity to develop to the best of their al'ility.

Since famillec' come from ,13.1 walks of life it must be under-

stood that one * of the few things they have in common is
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their multiply ha-_

may arrive at di--

qolutThrs that

#33
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-ther - Child

--113,:d child. Thus, family mer.hers

i7= solutione * to the problemf7 'nut

much better because tio.e

7orsr.hach
1

mnmbers hav71 had iortunity to consider vario1,2

qince familiei 70. many different kinds of problemG,

each family req,_ireE a different kind and amount of suppo:ft.

Some familier; need -ots of support bc.fore they cnn eve::

attend the first meeting. Once there, however, thry quickly

become deeply in7olva in.the entire project. On tbn othnr

hand, son r! family members may think they ur?enrstand th:air

child's problems and enter the project because it's H

er.:Dected. After they have been in the project for a short

time, however, they m_2y realize that the problem ir; much

wo-zoe than they the_ ht. Support must then be avaSlabl:

mas51.ve amounts to p them from dropping out. Some fam13

require economic su-_Drt, others social or emotinal suppc,rt.

Whatever the needs, they should be identified as quickly as

possible and obj2ctives established to overcome the problems.

Much of the support that family members recelve,

is intrinsic to the procedure developed in the projec.

P -elts who were nhy because their cb-!ld never learned

anything, now are hatpf_er because they see their child is
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IcarLing. * Once the. child learns, the.parent feels successful

and a more

#84 1

Child

,7)-cceptable chain of events is ens lred. *

#85 Parent discussion

In estabi:Lskinp: discussion groups, several probIe7!.s must

1:a faced -- transportation, babysitting, scheduling of meet-

Tranrportation should be provided for all who need it.

It is an extreme problem for families of limited eollowic

means. To attain consistent attendance, it is necessary

to plcm fc.r and budget enough money to transport all who neefl:

it. Similarly, babysitting services are often needed when

group meetings are held. Plans need to be developed to

reimburse needy parents or to provide a babysitting service.

Sched.uling of meetings presents another problem area.

Growl meetings are usually best when scheduled during the rlay

when children are in school. Observations of the class, baby-

sitting, and t5;:ansportation problems are often eased 1:ly such

a plan.

In addition, meetings must be scheduled at r, time when

fi:athers can attend; these are usually night meetings.

Family participation in deciding upon the time is of great

importance. Staff members must realize that the p,-clect
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is for the benefit of the familics and the childrPn and not

for the benefit of staff. Initially, tha meetings choul,:

be he::.d at least once a week. After the familios a.;:e Tr.11

acquainte& in th:,_ prog-:.am and actively involved in the c:_as';-

-co:Jr, the frequency of the 17.,eetings n:is,ht drop te once

every two weeks or once a mon'Lh as the families become s?lf-

f;ufficic7it. A s'Ippc.rt group for inAividuals 7110

continue tc: li.ass personal and family prob:!c!ms 1.7,711

maintain a weekly meeting schedule throughout the year.

Sessions typically last 11/2 to 2 hours. Refreshm,).nts

are served to facilitate more informal interactions.

* The letter e in the ATSEM model stands for "Expand."

§35 Expand

* Once family members learn how to work with the child in

#37

school ad home, they are ready to start applying thir

kno-ledse and skill in other areas: trips to the stare

#88

-7
Woman Male

2 Children

beome 1.:.,arrl.!,ng events. Parents who previously did not

take a child to the store for fear that he woul,:1 break

something or be ridiculed by neighbors, now take the child

and view the trip as a learning experience for the chil(1.
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Keys to success during the expand phase include

ingenuity on the part of teachers and parents, reinforcment

of the parents by the teacher, reinforcement o.F. the child

by the parents, and the growth and Oevelopment of a backlot,

of ouccessful cc)ping strategies by the parents.

* As the family progresses through the Expand phase

they begin to enter the

#39

maintain * phase of the model.

#90 Maintain

The "maintain" phase of the model is not expectd

proviee spr.lcial problems. By the time that family menbers

hasve entered the maintain * phase

they will have learned a variety of new techniques for

working with a handicapped child, resolved many of their

problems and have reached the highest level of success that

is possible for them. Leaving the project, then, should be

a matter natural development * in which the p.-z.rento

gradually show less concern about problems and participal;e

#92
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less in the project. The relationships between familjes

should decrease in intensity as the importance of the

common problem of the multiply handicapped child decreases.

It is anticipated that all family members will be

maintained in the project so long s their child is in CIE,

nroject aps2 longer if necessary for the good of either.

Parents will he r,ncouraged, however, to meculc along x5jth

f-1-icl.r chile -Ind to solve new problems as they arise.

Although the basic approach is called the ATSEM Mnetel,

it is oLly a guide. One of the assets in using a model is

to be able to flexibly * pla. fo7 actio7..

1193

ATSEM

OR

As stated earlier, the needs of families differ. To iret

thnse differing needs, the model might be appliee as A..z.TE:

in which the support phase is ente77ed early, before thc

teaching phase.

Another T.,:ay is to use the model as ASTf!E.:i.n whl.-:h tie

support phase is needed both before end after th.,,.; teaching

phase.

You hav,2 now completed the introduction to the ATSEM

Model * for working with the families of preschool handicapped

#94
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children. The model * is left vague at some points, because

#95
The ATSEM

Model

we lack time and knowledge to make it more specific. It

is felt, however, that the model should help orient the

thinking of professional and paraprofessional personueI

o some of the problems inhernt in working with familins

with handicapped children. By developing the attitude

that it is 012 entire 12amily that we need to be concerned

about, the porsonnel can be Inore objective and more effective.
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